New Living Expo presents

Conscious Cannabis Summit
The Cannabis Revolution & It’s Impact on Health
April 4-5 San Mateo Event Center
Room 8 Cannabis Conference Room & Pavilion (back of the exhibit hall)

SATURDAY
12pm-3:15pm TRACT ONE: Health Benefits of Cannabis
12-1pm Individual Lecture/Keynote: Mara Gordon
Medical vs Recreational: Where do we draw the line?
Some argue that all cannabis use is medical. The historical movement in cannabis legalization that resulted in the 1996 Compassionate Use Act,
commonly known as 215, was possible because of the compelling stories told by countless patients chronicling how their lives had changed by
using cannabis to treat a myriad of diseases. It was the HIV/AIDS crisis that gave this movement its initial push.
Now we have Adult Use in California, which means it is no longer necessary to consult a medical professional before purchasing and using
cannabis. This opened the floodgates to every conceivable type of cannabis product. Everything from Beef jerky to CBD-infused sports bras. It is
said that by 2026, cannabis will be a $93 billion dollar industry. How much of that will benefit patients?
We will learn to consider intention, and why it matters.

Mara Gordon

1:15-3:15pm PANEL: ‘Cannabis: Is it right for you’?

Moderator: Mara Gordon

Mara Gordon

Mara Gordon

Sherri Matteo, MSN/RN CNM

Mara Gordon is the co-founder of Aunt Zelda’s™, The Oil
Plant, Calla Spring Wellness, and Zelda Therapeutics (now
Zelira Therapeutics). She specializes in the development
of cannabis treatment protocols for seriously ill patients in
California and is dedicated to bringing about change in the
healthcare system. Gordon has transformed the lives of
thousands of patients suffering from a variety of ailments,
including chronic pain, autoimmune conditions and multiple
forms of cancer. Her pioneering work in the field of medical
cannabis has been chronicled in films such as The Medicine
in Marijuana, Mary Janes: Women of Weed, and the awardwinning documentary Weed the People.

Sherri Mateo

Eloise Thiesen, MSN, AGPCNP-BC

Barbara Imhoff RN MSN ACNP-BC
Co-Founder, VP BI Supportive Services
Director of Operations Therapeutic
Healthcare Collective

Barb Imhoff

Barbara has been a Board Certified Acute Care Nurse
Practitioner for over 10 years. She successfully pioneered
the role of Lead Nurse Practitioner in the Cardiothoracic
Surgery Intensive Care Unit at Stanford Healthcare
where her excellent clinical and leadership skills proved
that Advance Practice Nurses can provide critical
communication, coordination and patient management
between all aspects of critically ill patients. Her many
years of leadership and management experience from the
healthcare field successfully transferred to her cannabis
business entrepreneurship and has forged a path that most
would not expect from a hispanic woman in a heavy maledominated cannabis industry. The primary goal for Barbara
is to improve the quality of life for the community she lives
in and to promote an effective alternative.

Eloise Thiesen

Eloise is a board-certified Adult Geriatric Nurse Practitioner
with over 20 years experience in nursing. Prior to cannabis
Eloise worked for about 14 years in oncology at John Muir
in Walnut Creek, CA. She started her own cannabis practice
over 6 years ago and she has treated over 6000 patients
using cannabis. Eloise was possibly the first HCP to bring
a clinical dosing regimen to the cannabis space and has
assembled the knowledge and data to use cannabis to treat
a broad range of conditions and disease, especially those
that commonly afflict seniors—pain, insomnia, anxiety,
and depression. There are very few HCPs nationally with
the same level of expertise and experience. Eloise is the
President of the American Cannabis Nurses Association.

Didi Davis, President, Sweet ReLeaf Topicals

Didi Davis

Dr. Harry Mcllroy, MD - Functional Medicine
Practitioner. Osteopath. Nutritionist.
Authorized Ashtanga Yoga Teacher
Dr Harry Mcllroy

Sheri Matteo is a Certified Nurse-Midwife with over 20
years of clinical and managerial experience in women’s
health and obstetrics. She is a dynamic educator and
community builder, whose leadership skills were honed
as a California Healthcare Foundation Leadership
Development Fellow. She has presented at the Institute for
Healthcare Improvement, the American College of Nurse
Midwives’ Midwifery Works! and the California Nurse
Midwives Association Annual Meeting.

As an integrative physician, Dr. Harry McIlroy utilizes his
knowledge of Functional Medicine and herbal expertise
to help guide patients to the most effective way to use
cannabis to assist with their health and healing.

Didi Davis is co-founder of SweetReleaf cannabis topicals
for pain management. Created of necessity for a family
member in chronic pain for life, the product line has grown
from its inception in 2015 into a well-known and widely
used brand by patients across CA. The award winning
product line, voted Best Health & Wellness Product 2018
by Emerald Magazine, includes COMFORT and COMFORT+
body butters and COMFORT COOLS & WARMS, handy
cannabis and essential oil roll-ons for pain relief that can
be used on the go anywhere.
Prior to launching the business, Didi worked for 13 years
as a professional educator, healthcare consultant and
workforce training manager for Kaiser Permanente.

SATURDAY
3:30pm-6:30pm TRACT TWO: Conscious Consumer Education Session
3:30pm-4:15pm Individual Lecture/Keynote: Alicia Rose
The Conscious Cannabis Consumer – how to discern and support quality in the age
of industrialized weed
The cannabis marketplace in the US is currently being defined by an outdated perception of quality previously defined by the black
market, and perpetuated by the newly capitalized weed industry. The result is products that favor potency over therapeutic effect and
quantity at the expensive of quality. The result is mass-produced products, in plastic packaging, which are devoid of the plant’s greatest
therapeutic value - and may actually be causing additional harm. Join Alicia Rose for a ground breaking presentation offering guidance
on how to be an informed, conscious consumer in support of health, harmony and higher consciousness for people and planet.

Alicia Rose

4:30-6:30pm PANEL: Cannabis: An Industrialized Commodity or vehicle for positive
change. A guide for conscious consumers Moderator: Amanda Reiman
In a venture capital backed, over regulated market, where quantity is prized over therapeutic quality, informed consumers have the
power to reshape the trajectory of this sacred, therapeutic plant’s highest purpose to help heal us and the planet.

Amanda Reiman, PhD MSW, Vice President of
Community Relations for Flow Kana

Amanda Reiman

Alicia Rose, Founder/CEO, HerbaBuena

Amanda Reiman is the Vice President of Community
Development for Flow Kana, a branded cannabis distribution
company that works with sun grown farmers in the Emerald
Triangle. Dr. Reiman is also a Board member for the
California Cannabis Tourism Association, The Mendocino
County Fire Safe Council, The Solar Living Institute, and The
Initiative, the first incubator/accelerator for women owned
cannabis businesses.

Alicia Rose

Ellen Komp, Deputy Director California NORML

Merril Gilbert: Co-Founder and CEO of
TraceTrust & “A True Dose TM

Merril Gilbert

Merril Gilbert is the Co-Founder & CEO of TraceTrust. “We
Make Edibles Credible™”, by leading manufacturers and
brands in implementing food safety protocols and Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMPs). In 2019, TraceTrust
launched the first universal certification programs, A
True Dose™ for Cannabis and hGMP™ for hemp derived
products, validating all sources of ingredients, GMPs,
instructions for use, and dose accuracy.

Ellen Komp

Nick Caston, is President of Golden State Government
Relations Nick provides clients a full spectrum of
regulatory and legislative services, including: state and
federal legislative efforts; land-use planning; state and
local government relations; compliance; and regulatory
affairs. Nick has worked in public policy for over fifteen
years. Nick Co-Hosts the “CannaBiz” radio segment on
The Drive with Steve Jackson, streaming at KSRO.com
Mondays at 4:20pm

Ellen Komp has been a hemp/marijuana activist since
1991. She began in Los Angeles where she helped plan
quarterly hemp rallies and volunteered for LA NORML after
being elected to the California NORML board of directors in
1992. She edited the 9th edition of The Emperor Wears No
Clothes by Jack Herer. In 1999, Komp became a Program
Associate at The Lindesmith Center in San Francisco (now
Drug Policy Alliance).

Doug Chloupek, Founder, CEO and Chairman
Juva TM

Nick Caston, President of Golden State
Government Relations and Co-host of
CannaBiz segment of “TheDrive” with Steve
Jaxon on KRSO AM & FM.

Nick Caston

Alicia Rose, HerbaBuena Founder of HerbaBuena in
2015 to offer cannabis in its highest expression, with
exceptional products, trusted quality standards, informed
guidance and elevated experiences. A respected leader
in California’s cannabis industry, Alicia founded With
five years of experience running an integrated cannabis
company, through the turn of prohibition, Alicia brings
broad knowledge, experience and a deep commitment to
this extraordinary healing plant.

Doug Chloupek

Doug is a founding board member of Citizens Coalition
for Patient Care, and a founding member of the California
Cannabis Industry Association. In addition to establishing
two of California’s most successful dispensaries, he helped
set a standard for large-scale production and labeling, and
spearheaded sustainable cultivation practices. Doug worked
with thousands of patients, listening to their experiences of
healing, and enjoying a better quality of life.

SUNDAY
12:00pm-3:00pm TRACT THREE: The Future of Cannabis & Hemp
12:00pm-12:45pm Individual Lecture/Keynote: Brian Applegarth
CANNABIS MOVEMENT TO GREEN RENAISSANCE

Brian Applegarth

Renaissance is defined as the revival of art and literature under the influence of classical models. It embodies the concept of looking to the past
for clues and lessons that will serve to illuminate a better path forward in the future. A Renaissance is considered period of time where we grow
and evolve collectively as a species, sharing a planet of finite resources. Historically, the precursor to a Renaissance is a time of Dark Ages and
the output of a Renaissance is an Age of Enlightenment.
We are in the midst of a Green Renaissance, born out of a movement firmly rooted in consciousness, equality, human rights, and compassion. In
Cannabis Movement to Green Renaissance we will explore the pillars of a Renaissance and compare and contrast the European Renaissance of
the 14th to 17th century to the Green Renaissance we are experiencing today.

Key Presentation Points:
o		Rediscovery, looking to the past for ways of living to 		
			reignite
o		Characteristics, rediscovery, looking to the past,
o		Values, art, spirituality, etc.
o		Age of Exploration, ships and trading / planes and 		
			high-speed trains
o		Age of Communication, analog vs tech, clash of 		
			civilizations
o		Age of Enlightenment, Renaissance Man / Woman

•

WELCOME to the Green Renaissance
o		Brief global history of cannabis, five case studies
o		We are in the midst of a Green Renaissance, born
			out of the Cannabis Movement
o		A human rights and social movement is the
			foundation
o		Headed toward an Age of Enlightenment
•

BIRTH of the Green Renaissance
o		Julie Chiarello, in 2014
o		Response to ‘Green Rush’
o		Principled

•

SIDE BY SIDE, European Renaissance and Green 		
Renaissance
o		Dark Ages, period prior to renaissance 1900’s / 		
			500’s, frequent warfare, deterioration
o		The Rise of the Renaissance, environment, catalyst, 		
			migration, marginalized
o		Cradle of the Renaissance, Florence and Northern 		
			California
•

CLOSING
o		Green Renaissance shift in values, towards connection
			humans and world around us
o		More is NOT better, money is NOT the king, part of 		
			“Green” Renaissance
o		Foundation built for decades by people rooted in 		
			principles, compassion, equality
o		Recap high level key points of Green Renaissance
o		Call to action

1:00-3:00pm PANEL: The Future of Cannabis & Hemp – Defining a New Paradigm for
Moderator: Nancy Birnbaum
Conscious & Sustainable Business
Food, fiber and medicine, the cannabis plant offers everything we need to help move toward a more sustainable future. Learn about how
the history of this plant can help inform our next generations with a look into the details of agriculture, packaging, therapeutic modaliaties,
interstate commerce and more.

Nancy Birnbaum

Nancy Birnbaum, Publisher – Sensi Magazine,
North Bay Area

Amanda Reiman, PhD MSW, Vice President of
Community Relations for Flow Kana

Nancy has been combining her love of life, adventure
travel, marketing, & arts and culture for most of her life.
Now, as Publisher of Sensi Mag North Bay, she brings her
networking skills to the business community of the North
Bay. sensimag.com.
As a lifelong educator, Nancy is committed to bringing
people together to help them succeed. She launched her
newest endeavor in 2018, as Publisher of Sensi Magazine
– North Bay Area edition. Sensi Magazine is a city-lifestyle
publication with a progressive editorial stance. Sensi
appeals to a sophisticated audience of readers who are
engaged by diverse content—everything from the best
brunch in town, to effective new workout tips, to the latest
information on what’s happening in health and wellness.

Amanda Reiman is the Vice President of Community
Development for Flow Kana, a branded cannabis distribution
company that works with sun grown farmers in the Emerald
Triangle. Dr. Reiman is also a Board member for the California Cannabis Tourism Association, The Solar Living Institute,
and The Initiative, the first incubator/accelerator for women
owned cannabis businesses. After receiving her PhD from
UC Berkeley, Dr. Reiman was the Director of Research and
Patient Services at Berkeley Patients Group.

Brian Applegarth, Founder, California
Cannabis Tourism Association, Keynote on
the Cannabis Renaissance and History and
speaking on panel about Cannabis Tourism
Brian Applegarth

Brian Applegarth has led the advancement of cannabis
tourism in California. He founded the California Cannabis
Tourism Association in 2017 and is a sought-after advisor for
hospitality and tourism-based businesses and organizations.
Brian is also a cannabis historian and award winning
documentary filmmaker. He has traveled and lived around
the world, holds a B.A. from the University of California,
Irvine and speaks several languages.

Amanda Reiman

Scott Goldie, CEO - Goldenseed - Vertically
and horizontally integrated California cannabis and hemp business.

Scott Goldie

Scott Goldie, chief executive officer at Goldenseed, has
over 25 years of experience in finance, environmental
land remediation and operations. Early is his career,
he was a major real estate lender, participating in the
placement of more than $1 billion worth of capital. In 2004,
Goldie became one of the first in the nation to secure the
entitlement and regulatory approval for the unrestricted
residential land use of a formerly-used defense site.

John W Rulac, Founder & Chief Hemp Officer
of RE Botanicals, Inc. Founder of Nutiva
John Rulac

Hemp innovator, icon and champion of regenerative
agriculture, John Roulac, is the founder and Chief Hemp
Officer of hemp apothecary RE Botanicals. Roulac founded
the brand, which offers USDA certified-organic tinctures,
topicals and more, after nearly 30 years of hemp and ecoactivism. He previously founded organic superfoods brand
Nutiva and has sourced and formulated close to $1B in retail
sales of organic superfoods in the past 20 years.

SUNDAY
3:15pm-6:15pm TRACT FOUR: Cannabis & Sensuality
3:15pm-4:00pm Individual Lecture/Keynote: Ariel Brown
Cannabis as a Catalyst for Embodied Awakening

Ariel Brown

Let’s face it, cannabis has accrued a fair amount of social stigma over the years. Slang phrases like “getting baked”, and cult classics like
“Reefer Madness” and “Dazed & Confused” have led many to believe that pot smoking is reserved for those craving a roaring case of the
psychedelic giggles, or a momentary escape from the discomfort of waking reality.
However, what if cannabis could serve as a catalyst for connecting with the deeper truths and emotions that live within our body? What if
cannabis can help us to access and cultivate our intuition—bringing us into deeper intimacy with our authentic self?
Either outcome is possible, as so much of what influences our experience of mind-altering substances comes down to a matter of intention. So
the question is: Are we using cannabis to check OUT of our body…or are we using it to check more fully IN?
Join us for a highly interactive and through provoking talk, weaving together somatics, psychology, and an indelible connection to the Sacred.

4:15-6:15pm PANEL: Cannabis & Sensuality – Using plant medicine to restore our
		
connection to our own purpose, our community and the planet.
Cannabis in its highest expression can help us become more deeply aware of all our senses, making it a unique and effective bridge to our
higher consciousness, and deeper embodiment, connection and joy.

Eliza Maroney, Co-Founder, Director of sales
and marketing, Lucky Box Club, founder of
Fire Path Yoga

Alicia Rose, Founder/CEO, HerbaBuena

Alicia Rose

Alicia Rose, HerbaBuena Founder of HerbaBuena in 2015
to offer cannabis in its highest expression, with exceptional
products, trusted quality standards, informed guidance and
elevated experiences. A respected leader in California’s
cannabis industry, Alicia founded With five years of experience running an integrated cannabis company, through
the turn of prohibition, Alicia brings broad knowledge,
experience and a deep commitment to this extraordinary
healing plant.

Arielle Brown

Arielle Brown

Arielle Brown is an expert in intimacy and gender
dynamics, with a focus on embodied intelligence and
transparent communication skills. Her private coaching
and group facilitation work serves to address the
increasing need for evolutionary approaches to sex and
relationship that foster personal sovereignty, desire-based
connection, and power-WITH (vs. power-OVER) models
of relating. Arielle’s current research is focused on
integrating vulnerability into new paradigms of leadership,
and cultivating the balance of our inner Masculine and
Feminine polarities as a means towards self-actualization.

Eliza Maroney

A San Francisco native, Eliza grew up in the tech booms
of the 1990s and early 2000s. Her personal experience
with the benefits of cannabis led her to become an
advocate, educator, and social media influencer. In 2017,
she co-founded Lucky Box Club in order to share her
cannabis knowledge and implement her ability to curate
premium, craft cannabis products. Her passion for holistic
wellness was ignited in her teens, and she has continued
her education through yoga, meditation and the study of
eastern medicine.

